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MISCELLANEOUS JOURNAL. 

NATIONAL POETRY. 

There has lately arisen a spirit of inquiry concerning the 
events that took place, and the characters that flourished in 
our country, from the beginning of its settlement by Europe 
ans, until our establishment as an independent nation. A de 
sire has also been publicly expressed, that men of letters 

would employ themselves in searching and collecting works 
and writings, which any wise contributed to the changes in 
our condition, or which commemorate their various causes. 

In the annals of every country, there is an era, in which 
the people have been pre-eminently actuated by public spirit 
and enterprising virtue, and the writer is to be honoured, who 

stays a nation's decline, by holding up to view just and at 
tractive representations of them, through successive ages. 
If we would perpetuate the race of national benefactors, of 
those who will encounter dangers and hardships, and la 
bour with their minds and hands, for the promotion of public 
prosperity and honour and harmony, we must be just to the 

deceased; we must acquaint ourselves with their worthy 
deeds and sufferings, and take delight in the recital of their 

praises. This would not fail to create a higher estimation of 

posthumous fame among all classes, and an inciting thirst for 
it among the more generous. A taste of this kind is compat 
ible only with pure and disinterested pursuits ; since no one 
can desire to be mentioned by those whose judgment is with 
out fear or flattery,?and such are all mankind in regard to 
the dead,?unless his life shall have been deserving and 
honourable. Some persons, it is confessed, appear to have 
coveted a brief renown for acts of baseness and inhumanity :? 

But who is he, of human beings, that can listen complacently 
to the voice of solemn futurity proclaiming its reproaches 
over his sepulchre ? The general decay of this ennobling 
anticipation of the regards of after ages is an undoubted fore 
runner of national decline ; but the cultivation and growth of 
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170 National Poetry. [Dec. 

it must ever exalt the sense of honour, and multiply the good, 
the industrious and the valiant. 

The raniv a people take among nations is not measured by 
its population, wealth and military power, or even by the ex 

celling wisdom of its government, merely, but often by the 
number of its distinguished individuals of former ages,?and 
often by the superiority of its men of letters. The regrets of 

Sailust, on account of the earlier Romans, are well known. 

The higher renown which they, in his opinion, had merited, 
was obscured by the glory of the Greeks, solely because par 
tial fortune had granted ingenious writers to the latter, and 
denied them to the former.?4 Sed quia provenere ibi magna 
scriptorum ingenia, per terrarum orbem Atheniensium facta 

pro maximis celebrantur; ita eorum qui ea fecere, virtus 
tanta habetur, quantum verbis ea potuere extollere proeclara 

ingenia. At populo Romano nunquam ea copia fuit, quia 
prudentissimus quisque negotiosus maxime erat. Ingenium 
nemo sine corpore exercebat. Optimus quisque facere quam 
dicere; sua ab aliis benefacta laudari, quam ipse aliorumnar 
rare malebat.'^ It is superfluous to add, that this country 
may look for lasting distinction to its achievements and 
characters;?that these will have existed in vain, with re 

gard to posterity, unless some gifted author shall record them 
in a language and manner suited to their sublime import. 

It may be of use to consider, whether the poetical form 
of writing is not the most calculated to accomplish the object 
recommended. Is it not the best means to acquaint the 

greater portion of our population with the most memorable 

acts, to make them familiar in their mouths, and the asso* 
ciates of their favourite thoughts and fancies ? Would it not, 

moreover, the most lastingly preserve the memory of those 
actions which afford noble instruction, are exemplars of men's 

ability to be greatly virtuous, and kindle in others an hon 
ourable ambition ; and at the same time exhibit and tend to 

perpetuate the characteristic feelings and habits in which all 

these originated ? 
The times may be fruitful of events, and men may abound, 

whose deeds deserve to be kept in remembrance forever; but 
their country will receive only a transient glory, and after 

ages be ignorant or hear of them without due interest, unless 
the record be made vital with a poef s enthusiasm. Histories 

* Bellum Catilinarium. 
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and memorials that detail them are precious to the learned, 
for they may know in what part of our accumulated libraries 
to find them. Just so may contracts and title deeds be 

brought to light, for whomsoever it may concern, by such as 
are disposed to resort to the registry. But what is it that 
dwells in the minds of the learned and unlearned,?giving 
them pleasures that are common and connecting,?and which 

spontaneously occurs to afford a moral association to every 
transaction they may be engaged in or witness,?-in compari 
son with those deep and cherished sentiments which were 
first infused by the recitals of heroic verse ? Whatever we 
have learnt under pleasing emotions is constantly recurring 
to our thoughts. If we have heard noble actions described 
in language that charmed our ears, and filled us with trans 

port, shall we not be fonder of reflecting on them and their si 
militudes ; and will they not tend more to give a bias to our dis 

positions, than $f they were related only for the fact's sake, 
with dry precision and circumstance ? None can be blind to 
the invaluable uses or the dignity of history. Yet how few 

among the more numerous ranks of the community derive 

from it any thing to influence their feelings or inform their 

understandings ? It boots nothing what things have hap 
pened, if men have no delight in thinking of them. The 
events and characters, which have distinguished the eras of 

England are, indeed, well known to the British people, but 
it is Shakspeare, who has made it a pleasurable thing to be 
told of them. 

It can hardly be doubted, that the American revolution 

might afford subjects to employ the poet, with success and 

glory, limited only by his talents. The materials it would 
furnish are infinite, its characters innumerable, and the 
scenery of its places full of beauty and grandeur. All ranks 
of the community took part in it; every station of life was 
reached by its agitations. The hopes and fears of the remote 
cultivator and woodsman, no less than the busy townsman, the 
concerns of lovers, their plans for connubial welfare, the 

prouder calculations of men of property and station, all were 
at the mercy of the times. Above all, the crisis was brought 
upon them by their resolute adherence to principles esteemed 
just. 

It is in such periods, that the soul is transformed, and ac 
quires energies unimagined in tamer ages. What calls into 
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motion all our inward powers, those diviner faculties which 
are proof of our immortality, like the occurrences of perilous 
and calamitous times ? What men are great like those, who 
have passed through scenes of general distress, and perplex 
ity, and change, and mighty, but almost despaired of deliv 
erance ? 

When such a union of interests and feelings exists, as 
hinds together all orders and conditions of men; when the 

hopes and fears, joys and misfortunes, in which we fluctuate, 

equally toss and swell the bosoms of unnumbered fellow 

beings, the sensations and capacities of every individual are 

mysteriously magnified. A providential interposition seems 
to work in us a change, so that we can endure and perform 

what wc could not before have passed through in imagination 
only, without agony of spirit; and at the same time it yields 
ns solemn pleasures of no earthly nature. The soul, perceiv 
ing a more congenial quality in outward things, comes forth 
into full dominion, thoughtless of its garment of flesh, as if to 

anticipate its disembodied state. So much superior are the 

enjoyments bestowed by the predominance of this immortal 

part of us, to those more connected with our animal nature, 
that the rudest of mankind, who have once been conscious of 

them, are not only ever fond of the recollection, but often 

disposed to renew the dangers and commotions, to which they 
had owed the transient expansion of their faculties. 

But, to be thus moved, we need not pass through these 

dangers oursehes,?there is efficacy in language for the pro 
duction of equal excitement. Personal experience is not 

requisite to him whose intelligence may be quickened through 
sympathies, which the appealing voice of poetry can touch. 
It is enough and more than enough for the poet, that in times 

long elapsed, men and elements have contended and wrought 
overthrow. His materials already abound,?the ravages of 

armies, plots of the ambitious, assemblies of men with anxious 
countenances and agitated hearts;?all past ages have en 
dowed him with their ruins and their glories. Say not, that 
words are of the substance of air. The words of the poet are 
like the breath of life to him that hears them worthily. They 
-dilate the intellectual frame, and match it to high and vast 

contemplations :?they call up our whole humanity, and again 
soothe the troubled affections into a mild, but never lifeless 
calm. 
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But, though the elements of poetry are chiefly strong pas 
sions and great interests, and consist not with feeble emo 

tions, yet are the tender affections essential in its composition. 
The poem that does not abound in themes of kind humanity, 

in the vicissitudes of friendship and love, in scenes and im 

ages of innocent joy and pastoral simplicity;?iii the soft 
bird-like music, as well as the trumpet notes of its verses,? 
cannot be the lasting favourite of any people. These gentle 
but impressive incidents were copiously supplied by the situ 
ation and habits of our population. Even those who were 

engaged in the most arduous operations, the civil and military 
heroes of the times, were involved in the various fortunes, 
and often romantic adventures of heart-formed connexions. 

Unlike the European military, who, on entering their amies 
and fleets, like the monk on entering his convent, separate 
themselves from all domestic interest and feelings, the Amer 
ican soldiery retained in the fort and field every concern and 

sympathy of the fireside and neighbourhood. Our females, 
indeed, came not out among them, girt with shining armour, 
like Artemisia of the Leonidas, Clorinda and Gildippe of 
the Jerusalem Delivered, or the Maid of Orleans. There 

were some, however, as 
private memoirs tell us, who caught 

the zeal of martial enterprise, and performed deeds, that 

might, with slight poetic aid, be managed to equal the exploits 
of those antique heroines. But the poet need not enlist them 
in his service. Females, that follow the camp in modern 

wars, scarcely expect the notice of the muses.?Yet our mat* 

rons and sisters were exposed to the dangers and often heard 
the tumult of the contest; for the march of armies was by 
their own doors, and the battle field not seldom on their pat 
rimonial hills and plains. An acquaintance with such scenes 
was not, however, an object of their curiosity or ambition.? 

They also partook in the civil agitations, for the fortunes and 
rank in life of both the retired and forward depended also on 

political measures; and they could not but sympathise with 
their connexions and friends, who were delegated to councils 
of government, and returned to their families fraught with the 
anxieties and hopes and resolves of freemen under proscription. 

These circumstances will give animation to local descrip 
tions, of which the poetical uses are obvious, If we take any 

glory in our country's being beautiful and sublime and pic 
turesque, we must approve the work which reminds us of its 
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scenery by making it the theatre of splendid feats and heart 

moving incidents. If men's minds are influen ed by the 
scenes in which they are conversant, Americans can scarcely 

be denied a claim to be inspired with some peculiar moral 

graces, by their grand and lovely landscapes. But, moreover, 
it is beneficial to connect our best intellectual associations 

with places in our own land. In part, we love our country 
because our minds seem to have been furnished from its sur 

face, and because our most natural and vivid ideas are insep 
arable from pictures which have it for their groundwork. 

The places which we. have long frequented are the props of 
our memory:?it fails, and the mind misses its fulness of 
ideas, when we are absent from them. It is no idle forecast 

ing to consider, whether, in the course of providence, it may 
not be necessary for this nation to avail itself of the full 

strength and operation of its patriotic attachments and prin 
ciples. 

Important uses will undoubtedly accrue from the labours 
of the antiquary and historical collector. They have already 
attested that th? lives and adventures of our predecessor's com 

prehend things interesting to the scholar and philosopher, as 
well as the patriot. The poet and sentimentalist would no 

longer lament the want of human incident, if informed by 
them of the numberless trials and achievements which have 

marked every league of our unmeasured country. There is 
no necessity, in our travels through it, to recollect the stories 
and romances and heroic exploits, which have signalized 
transatlantic regions of similar localities and features. We 
need but inquire, and we shall seldom fail, wherever the 

place, to hear some story that will either touch the heart or 
lift it with strong emotion. 

But it may be questioned, whether the modern origin of 
the transactions and personages designed for celebration, 

would not defeat the plans of the poet. The antiquity of our 

compatriots does not extend to two hundred years ; and men 
are now alive, who may have conversed with the children of 
those who first arrived on our shore. This circumstance, if 
is apprehended, would cut off the poet from what has ever 
been esteemed his peculiar province. It denies him space 
to employ any of those magnificent beings, the kin of gods, 

which glorify the times anterior to the date of annals. As it 

requires a misty atmosphere to elevate into view the distant 
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islands and promontories, which are ordinarily intercepted by 
the curve of the globe, so is the obscurity of remote time 
deemed necessary to exhibit the fields of romance and poetry, 
and their wonder-working inhabitants. It is conceded that 

history may appeal to our admiration, and secure a passionate 

interest, although the matters it relates should be of recent 
occurrence. Herodotus recounted the wars of the Greeks with 
the Persians in the famed Olympic Assembly, where not a few 
attended who had been engaged in them, and great numbers 
who had learnt the principal facts from heroes whose funeral 
rites they had just performed. He did not, however, refrain 
from inserting many fables and marvellous traditions, which 
had doubtless obtained belief in that age. Most of these ap 
pear to have been related with the view to expose their untruth 
or absurdity, and so correct the credulity of the people by 
the remarks and arguments he subjoined. But they never 
theless had the effect of heightening the interest and orna 

ment of the story. A work under the denomination of 

history, abounding with similar embellishment, would scarce 

ly be approved at the present day. Yet, for the purposes of 
moral instruction, as well as entertainment, things real may, 
without offence, be modified and take their form from the 
hand of an author not strictly historical; and it is best to 
leave this to the poet. Characters and events drawn wholly 
from the imagination, may charm for a moment; but noth 

ing will permanently interest, that is wholly without the 

sphere of human duties and experience. Traditions and 

fables are howev er necessary to poetry. Men delight in lis 

tening to them, no less than to recorded truth. In all coun 
tries, men have fancied that their first progenitors were 

empowered to hear the voice of gods and enjoy the personal 
society of immortals. Therefore, though obscure and sus 

ceptible of contradictory meanings, traditions do not cease to 
be reverenced; for they seem to have proceeded from that 
favoured ancestry, and to owe to sacrilegious time the loss of 
what would make them consistent and plain. The poet may 
interpret them, and illustrate and enlarge their influence upoa 
national character. 

A country is undeniably the more endeared by the multi 
tude of its tender and heroical tales and memoirs, fabulous as 
well as authentic. Let us then not slight even its barbarian 
annals. Let us not only revisit the dwellings of the Europe 
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an settler exposed to savage incursions, and every variety of af 

fecting vicissitude; but let us hasten to acquaint ourselves with 
the earlier native. Let us hasten ;?for already has the culti 
vator levelled many a monumental mound, that spoke of more 
than writings might preserve. Already are the lands clear 
ed of their heaven-planted forests, once hallowed by the vis 
its of the Wakon bird, before she ascended into other regions, 
indignant at the approach of a race, who knew not the wor 

ship of nature. Already are the hills surmounted, and the 
rocks violated by the iron hammer, which the Indian regard 
ed with distant awe, as the barriers of his ?humble heaven.5? 

And why should not these vast and magnificent regions have 
been the haunts of majestic spirits, such as imbodied them 
selves with mist, and shaped them from the clouds, so as to 
be seen of heroes and bards of other days ? Our tall, dense 
forests are fitter for the mysterious abodes of the shadowy 
powers, and our hills lead farther into the sky ;?our moun 
tains present a firmer pathway through the clouds, for the 
descent of the rushing hosts that deign a concern for the af 
fairs of mortals. In every place, wherever we rest or walk, 
we may feel, in fancy, the animating spirit, declared by 
ancient philosophers and poets to pervade the stupendous 
frame of nature;?we may feel its life-breathing motions, 

perceive its immortal complacency in the gleamings which 
break from out the hill-side and the plain; and listen to its 

supernatural promptings. 

On the Health of Literary Men. 

The moral influences of literary occupation have been 

frequent subjects of speculation,?it may be interesting to 
examine its effects on hodily health; especially, as the instan 
ces of early decay and death are so frequent among our 

men of letters. Is there any thing in our institutions or hab 

its, which may have a share in the production of these mel 

ancholy effects ? 
The mind, during the whole of life, has an influence over 

the body. Its power in some instances is so great, as to sub 
vert long established habits,?to destroy that equilibrium 
of action in which health consists, and indirectly induce 
disease. It is reasonable to suppose that this influence will 
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